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The way from former Life
Is across the dead
In new existence
Of human soul lie behind
Of black cerement of grave cold.
Through dark tunnels
Of the reason and the universe.
Open the door
In world the beyond
Of new unknown reality
Drop everything before the threshold,
Go over threshold of the beyond
The door have locked.
There's no way back.
Inside the beyond - 
Reich of the dead.
Eternal gloom covering earth
Hides inself horror of hell.
Air of the deadreich
Fills with pain and misery.
Flashes of lightning illuminate
Pictures of terror and fear
Mow faces and grimaces of endless ache
Appear before eyes
Of sentences for eternal torments
In Pandemonium
Adramelek is great kanzler of hell
Added doses of fear
His black majesty rules terrible world
Of ice, horror
Cold blood flowers in viens

Becoming empty past
All former life is uncreate
In twilight the beyond
The way from former Life
Is across the dead
In new existence
Of human soul lie behind
Of black cerement of grave cold.
Though dark tunnels
Of the reason and the universe.
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Enter the world - 
World the beyond
Of New Unknown Reality
Grave is door in the beyond
Dark kingdom of horror and gloom
The door have locked.
There's no way back.
Inside the beyond - 
Reich of the dead.
Eternal gloom covering earth
Hides inself horror of hell.
Air of the deadreich
Fill with pain and misery.
Flashes of lightning illuminate
Pictures of terror and fear
Bloody faces of death,
Grey hope of despair,
Suffering, fear and pain.
Farewell with beautiful world - 
With world of laughter and smiles
... Inside the Beyond.
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